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WHO ARE PrePro MARKETERS

The Ultimate Brand Drivers

We are a dynamic and brand passionate below the line marketing agency. 
Our business is about securing brand loyalty and recognition amongst your 
customer target market one on one.

“Keeping things simple is key to Everything  we do”

We believe we have a way of working strategically and creatively that is less 
complicated more enjoyable and ultimately more effective – Big brand, big 
agency experience  with a senior day to day involvement only a small agency 
can provide
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THE MARKET
GEOGRAPHICAL OUTLOOK

6 Regions of Kenya
South Rift –Nakuru,
Nyahururu,Naivasha,

Olkalau,Gilgil,Molo

Larger Nairobi – Nairobi, 
Machakos,Kajiado,

Emali,Kiambu

North Rift-
Eldoret, Nandi hills,

Kapsabet,Kitale,Bungoma,

Western- Kisumu,Kisii,
Migori,Kericho,Busia,

Kakamega,Mumias,Malaba

Coast – Mombasa CBD,
Nyali,Mtwapa,Kilifi,Diani,

Malindi,Voi,Watamu

Mountain – Upper & Lower 
Mountain;Thika,Meru,

Embu,Nyeri,Mwea,Isiolo,
Muranga,Nanyuki,Kitui,Mwingi
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STORE CLASSIFICATION

Store classification depends 
on the following key factors;

- Average daily footfall

- Size of store in square

  meters

- Average basket value

  check-out points

  Store Layout

The Difference between sizes depends on "official” criteria of the market Hypermarkets & Large Supermarkets

CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C
High Traffic = Above 4,000 

daily footfall

Basket Value = Above 
2,000 shillings/customer

Largely spacious and 
structured aisles for ease 

of movement

Traffic = Above 1,000 
average daily footfall

Basket Value = Between 
Ksh 500-1,000 per

customer

Generally all traditional 
trade stores

Low traffic

Average basket value of 
below Ksh 1,000
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DEMOGRAPHICS
NAKUMATT NAIVAS TUSKYS CHANDARANA TIER II & GT TOTAL

NAIROBI 24 22 31 11 134 235

MOUNTAIN 3 4 5 1 51 67

SOUTH RIFT 1 5 6 0 31 44

NORTH RIFT 4 4 3 0 37 49

WESTERN 7 3 4 0 62 76

COAST 6 3 5 1 43 59

TOTAL 45 41 54 13 358 530

44% of stores are in Nairobi

Majority of Hypermarkets situated in Malls thus attracting high traffic and family shoppers e.g. Prestige Plaza,
Thika Road Mall, The Junction, Mountain Mall, Mega etc.

Supermarkets situated within busy urban layouts to accommodate both corporate & medium class customers

Tier II,Convienient stores and GT stores located adjacent to or within estates to accommodate small, low expenditure
purchases
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WHAT WE DO

We provide 360° BTL marketing services,
This among other include;

Trade Merchandising

Trade Promotions

Consumer Promotion

Concept & Strategy Development

Event Management

Logistics
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MERCHANDISING

We are predominantly a merchandising/Promotions  
agency. We believe in firm merchandiser/promoter
management and excellent, informative and truthful 
feedback. 

We are different from other agencies in that we offer the 
most extensive merchandiser/promoter training and 
management and focus on developing our promoters 
and inspiring their own personal growth
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MERCHANDISING
Our 5 P'S Of

PRODUCT

PLACE

PEOPLE

PRICE

PROMOTION
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PRODUCT

PRODUCT 
AVAILABILITY

ACTION
Ensuring proper 
management of short 
expiry product and ensure 
no product expiries on the 
shelves

MEASURE
- Proper management of
  short expiries
- Zero on shelf product
  expiries 

ACTION
Grow product distribution 
width through listing and 
introduction in new
markets

MEASURE
- New product speed of
  distribution

ACTION
- Maintain clean and
  presentable products on
  shelf
- Brand logo always placed
  facing the customers

MEASURE
- Zero incidents of untidy
  product on shelf

ACTION
Ensuring availability of the  
right product mix in all the 
stores (With a key focus on 
the must stock skus)

MEASURE
- Daily availability reports 
- Weekly availability
  reports
- Monthly product
  availability analysis

PRODUCT 
EXPIRIES 
MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT
LISTING/
INTRODUCTIONS

PRODUCT
PRESENTATION
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PLACE

PLANOGRAMS

ACTION
Occupy the gold levels for 
better product visibility

MEASURE
- % of gold level 
  placements across the
  total merchandised outlet
  universe

ACTION
Acquire a fair share of 
shelf across the various 
categories

MEASURE
- % share of shelf/ Share of
  facings for all the
  categories

ACTION
Negotiate for extra feature 
displays

MEASURE
- % share of displays 

ACTION
Implement the given 
planograms for all the 
various categories

MEASURE
- % planogram
  implementation across
  categories

PLACEMENT SHARE OF
SHELF (SOS)

SHARE OF
DISPLAY (SOD)
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PRICE
ACTION
Ensuring all products are 
priced at the
recommended retail price

MEASURE
- % price deviation (+-5%)

ACTION
All single SKU’s need to 
have a visible price tag, 
which is to be actual and 
visible

MEASURE
- Zero incidences of
  absence or inaccurate
  price tags on shelf

ACTION
Closely monitor competitor 
prices in the trade 

MEASURE
- Weekly price monitors
  with highlights on the
  price deviations

RRP COMPLIANCE SHELF PRICE TAGS COMPETITOR
PRICE MONITOR
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PROMOTION

POSM 
PLACEMENT

ACTION
- Implement all activations
  in all the participating
  outlets
- Track activations in the
  trade

MEASURE
- Zero credit notes passed
  due to wrong promo price
  communication
- Promotion efficiency
- Weekly activation  tracker 
 

ACTION
Negotiate and mount extra 
feature displays & 
exhibitions during
promotions 

MEASURE
- % number of stores with
  extra promotion displays

ACTION
Design promotional
concepts around various 
brands with a well
calculated ROI and 
propose for
implementation 

MEASURE
- Promotional 
  efficient/Impact
- % ROI

ACTION
Placement of the relevant 
communication materials 
at all the POINT OF SALEs

MEASURE
- Speed of POSM
  distribution & placement
- Customer response to
  placed communication

PRODUCT 
ACTIVATION
IMPLEMENTATION

SECONDARY
PROMOTIONAL
DISPLAYS/
EXHIBITIONS

PROMOTIONAL 
CONCEPTS/
BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
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PEOPLE
- We only recruit the most
  suitable 
  Merchandisers/Promoter

- This ensure that we have
  quality
  merchandisers/promoters
  proudly representing our
  clients brands 

- We take training/ capacity
  building very serious  in our
  business
 
- We contact constant training to
  our teams both at entry level
  and continuously on the Job to
  ensure we have the best people
  to deliver on the promise

- In order to ensure the team
  keeps on delivering results
  motivation is very key to us

- We motivate out teams through
  recognition as well as through
  giving incentives

- This keeps the team morale
  very high and also promotes
  inter team competition which is
  healthy for our business

RECRUITMENT TRAINING MOTIVATION
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BRAND ACTIVATION
We bring your brand to life in order to engage with consumers on ground level. We take pride in offering our clients with 
trained brand ambassadors who understand the objectives of the marketing efforts.

Furthermore, we offer you with brand ambassadors who ‘suit’ and will best represent your brand to your target market 
audience, both in formal and informal settlements.

Our Brand Activation solutions include:

 Retail Activation

 Mall Activation

   Campus Activation

 Wholesale Activation

 Experiential Event

 Store Openings

 Gala Events

 Road Shows

 Trade Shows / Expos

 Conferences
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CONCEPT & STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

“An Idea that doesn't sound crazy

at first, is not a good idea”

As a modern & agile BTL agency we are in a unique position 
of identifying  and offering the most cutting-edge, refined and 
complete solutions for every problem or expanding strategy 
through our vast skill set which include Marketing, Sales, 
Promotions, brand identity and event management among 
others.
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EVENT MANAGEMENT

We run a variety of events from Product Launches, Team Year End 
Functions, Expo Stands the list is endless.

We create and facilitate these events from start to finish and we love 
that every event is totally different.

Whatever the event though the ethos is always the same – we design 
for impact but we love detail as this is what everyone remembers.
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WHY WE ARE RIGHT FOR YOU

We treat our clients’ Brand, as if it were our own, which means we select 
only the best promoters and staff.�Brand representation and understanding 
is important and we set out to represent our clients’ Brands in the best 
possible way.

Merchandisers and Promoters are our main business and these promoters 
are carefully selected, well trained and incentivized ensuring reliability and 
success.
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WHY WE ARE RIGHT FOR YOU
We have a team of young energetic staff and are very focused in what we do, always striving to provide dedicated 
service to our clients with all directors being hands on in every project we carry out.

Our staff salaries and allowances plus commissions are always paid on TIME and in FULL

TRAINING

We have a deliberate HR policy that 
empowers our staff through both institutional 

and on job training.

We focus on the strategy at hand by engaging 
our people to energize and drive them towards 

operational excellence 
(i.e. continuous improvement and business 

process engineering).

MOTIVATION

We internally created both 
monetary and non monetary 
procedures to reward excellence. 
These include promotions, mystery 
shopper cash, retreats and 
nominations to represent Pre-Pro in 

client 
excursions.
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WHY WE ARE RIGHT FOR YOU
BUSINESS PROCESS ENGINEERING

STRATEGIC PROJECT  MANAGEMENT

We intend to invest in automated processes 
(in conjunction with our clients) for better efficiency and 
maximum resource utilization that eventually lower the 
cost of providing services to our clients.

Our Service Module is based on project management. 
We therefore run each client account as a business 

unit. This way we are able to invest in long time struc-
tures and resources that are tailor made to serve each 

client and provide undivided attention per project.
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OUR PARTNERS
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PRESTIGIOUS PROFESSIONAL MARKETERS
info@prepromarketers.com

P.O Box 41023 – 00100, Nairobi

+254 722 754 744, +254 729 369 750
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